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We review the “mental p k e r ” scheme described by Shamir, Rivest and Adleman [SRA].

We present two possible

means of cheating, dependmg on careless implementation of the S R A scheme. One will work if the prime p is such that
p

- 1has a small prime divisor.In the other scheme, the names of the cards “TWOOF CLUBS” hare been extended

by random-looking bits. chosen by the cheater.

Background
In 1979 Shamir, Rivest and Adleman [SRA]proposed a scheme for playing “mental poker,” i.e. play a faif poker
game over the telephone between two mutually suspicious players. As a CaroUary, their paper gave a practical method
for exchanging secret information over a public channel. (Thismethod of exchanging informationis still viable, and

nothing in this paper affects its usefulness)

In their scheme, players A and B agree on a large prime p . They create a deck of cards ci, i = 1.2, ... ,52, where,
for example, c1 might be the EBCDIC coding of the characters “TWO OF CLUBS”. Player A creates two secret

numbers u, H, such that 05 = I( modg); Player B similarly creates secret numbers b, 5, Player A shuffles the deck
encodes each card by d i n g to the a power ( modp), and sends the deck to Player B. (At this point, B sees
c&(

modp), where u denotes the permutation or shuffle applied by A.) Player B selects five cards for A, say

.

... CS;( modp). and r e t m them to A, who decodes them by raisig to the 0 power ( modp). B also
selects five cards for himself. and adds his o m encryption by raising to the b power ( modp). He sends the resulting
=$I( modp).

cards, c$( modp),

... ,c:(i

modp), to A . In tum,A raises B’s cuds to the power, obtaining

ce

E

cj,( modp),

5 r cBL m c d p ) , his own hand
and returns them to 8. Finally B raises these cards to the 6 power ( modp) to obtain cBi
in the clear.

Thus is the hand dealt Betring proceeds as usual. At the end of the game, the secret keys are revealed so that
the hands are made known to both sides.

Method 1: when p-1 has a small factor.
The first method of cheating is a generalitation of the “quadratic residw” uick, due to Lipton [DDDHL].

Suppose thdtp

- 1 is divisible by a small integer q. say 30 < q < 1012.

The multiplicative group of integers ( madp) is denoted by ZY It is isomorphic to the additive group of integers
( modp - I),%- 1. (There are several isomorphisms available, and we can select one by selecting a generator g of

the multiplicative group.) For each integer q dividmgp - 1 there is a projection from
two maps. to each x #

+, onto Z4 Camposing these

O( modp) we can associate an element ( modq). which we will call log x( modq),suppressing
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us to corn-

the dependence on g. The Potdig-Hellman technique ( [ P a , attributed by them to Roland Silver) enables

pute logx( mod q ) for the price of O( logp + G )multiplications ( modp). For q in the range given, this is a feasible
amount of computation

Suppose Player B sees the cards before they are encrypted Then he can d e k w e { log CLmod q), 1 5 i 5 52).
Now

he

receives

{ log(c&)( mod q)

I(I

the

shuffled

and

encrypted

deck

from

A.

Again,

he

determines

log cr(9( mod q){. By comparing the distributions of the logarithms, before and after en-

cryption, B can usually determine the value of a( mod 4). Thus he can recnver { log cm(,>( mod q)]. 'Ihii gives him
he can teU which cards are which, up to ambiguities caused when two

some information about the pennutation

w:

logarithms are the same: log c,< mod q )

log c,( mod 4). The expecced number of uniquely determined cards is about

52(e-51'4); forq

Q

> 30 one expects to have at least nine cards uniquely determined.

Finally, if we choose our prime p uniformly at random, we will have some prime q. 30 < q c lo", dividing

p

- 1 about eighty-seven percent of the time.
Conclusion 1: If you doo't want cheating, choose your primesp to be of the formp = Z q + 1, q prime, so that the

cheater can only tell the differen= between quadratic residues and non-residues. Also, append bits so that aU the
cards are quadratic residues, to block even that information from the cheater.

Method 2: when the cards are padded by random bits.
The string "THREE OF DIAMONDS" in EBCDIC is very short: only Seventeen characten or 136 bits. Our
p h e p cannot be this short. because efficient techniques exist for riding logarithms modulo primes this small

[w,

[Ad], [COS]. !SO suppose the EBCDIC strings are padded out with random bits, in accordance with good

crpptographic practice. (Note: the original paper [SRA] did not suggest such padding.) Suppose these bits occupy
half rhe description of the cards.' Suppose also that Player B is allowed to select these "random bib". Then he can
cheat

Let the

thcard be given by c; = si+ ri < p , wbere si is the EBCDIC coding of the card's name in English, left-

adjusted in the representation of the integer, and r; is the "random" portion, mnstricted by 0 < 7, _<

*.

Player B fixes the representation of cs as "TWO OF CLUBS" padded with truly random bits. Now for each
i. 2 5 i 5 26, B tries to select rz- s, rZi so that the resulting integen czi-

= czi( rnodp)
i

(cp2;-1( modp))

+ ( c [ ( modp))r2i-l

-

czi satisfy

"ri + 2' ;

+ q,

where rZi- 1, '2; and 1 are unknown integers less than \/p. This is just a linear diophantine equation, easily solved, for
example. by a basis reduction alporitbm; see [Lag],[LLL] for the techniques involved
An interesting problem remains: what if the "random bits" occupy only l i 3 or 1/4 of the description? Can a similar

scheme be implemented?

NowA shufflesand encrypts the deck, and sends the entire deck LOB.R e d that B sees c&(

since c;czj-l

I

So B vies each

(c,",)

&
$,

2

of 52 x 51

0

- 2652

E

(c&))(

a

i a

= (&I)(

- -

cards.

modp), Player B has probably identified three cards: a03

3 5 i S 26. 1 -< m S 52, m # j,k, 1. compute (c~~,)'(c&,,))(
match ( c , ~ ) )(c,,(,,,))

(G.)(
rnodp).

ordered pairs of cards in the encrypted shuffled deck, computing

(cv(k))( modp) and comparing the resulk to the remaining 50
2 0
(C.(k))

modp). Notice that

czj( modp), then the same relation holds among the eocrypted cards ( c ~ ) ~ ( c & . _ =
,)

On riding a match,

1. r ( k )

3, a(!)

modp) and conlpare to the rem-

modp), gives two more cards a ( m )

-

2 i - 1, v(n)

-

4. Now for
cards; each

2i. At the cost of a few thou-

sand multiplicatioos ( modp),E has recovered the permutation u,and can now select both hands quite maliciously.

Cooclusion 2 If you're going to have "random paddiog," make sure your opponent doesn't select the random
DUIIIbern

Conclusion 3: The protocol is fairly fragile in the sense that seemingly innocuous changes (selecrion O f p , padding
with seemingly random bits) can allow for cheating If you don't trust a man enough to play cards with him, don't play

mental cards with him either.

Note: Goldwasser and Micali [GM]have proposed an altermte, more complicated protocol for mental poker,

which is evidently more secure.
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